
I had a loose tooth. It was a bit wobbly. I didn't like having a loose tooth in my mouth. It
was a funny feeling. I showed it to my mother. She said my wobbly tooth would fall out
soon! I didn't think I would like that  either.

My mother explained to me that my baby teeth were falling out and that I would soon
have new teeth. They will be my grown up teeth. That sounded OK.

One day, I was munching on some sugar cane. That's when my wobbly tooth fell off. I
spat out my sugar cane and my loose tooth came with it. That was a bit of a shock! Now I
have a gap in my teeth and that feels funny too. Mummy says I just have to wait for my
new tooth to grow. 

I can do that. I'm good at waiting.

1) What gave this child a 'funny feeling'?
....................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................
2) What happens after baby teeth fall out?
....................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................
3) When did this child's tooth fall out?
....................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................
4) Are you good at waiting? Write about a time when you had to wait for something
special.
....................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................
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1) What gave this child a 'funny feeling'?
The wobbly tooth in her mouth gave the child a funny feeling.

2) What happens after baby teeth fall out?
When baby teeth fall out, adult teeth grow in its place.

3) When did this child's tooth fall out?
The child's tooth fell out when she was munching on some sugar cane.

4) Are you good at waiting? Write about a time when you had to wait.
Yes, I'm good at waiting (OR) No, I'm not good at waiting. Child can write about
waiting for a holiday, waiting in a queue or anything they remember waiting for.

PS: Please use the answers only as a guide. Your child can give any answer, as long
as he is able to give a reason for the answer.
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